




- Dresses that are 
no more than TWO 
inches from the 
top of the 
kneecap!

- Modest necklines-
NO cleavage!

There are many 

dresses out there 

that comply with 

JP2’s dress 

guidelines!

GREAT 

CHOICES!

SO WHAT’S 
APPROPRIATE?



MORE GREAT CHOICES!



- Be 
modest 
please!

- No 
plunging 
necklines!

- No 
cleavage 
showing!

These are  great!

These are 

NOT
appropriate!

Necklines:



❖The front skirt has to 
come down to TWO 
inches from the top of 
the kneecap, just like all 
other dresses!  The 
chiffon over-layer does 
not count! What is 
underneath the chiffon 
or other over-layer is 
what will be measured 
for length.  

Good 
Choices:

And now, for 

some not so 

good 

choices…
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s- There is a difference 
between fitted and skin tight!  
The hem of the fitted dress 
will stay where it is, even when 
walking and dancing!

- The elasticized/tube dresses 
ride up after any movement!  
Please DO NOT wear these 
dresses.  They may be the 
correct length when you put it 
on, but the first step you take 
causes this style of dress to 
inch up your legs.

DO NOT
buy this 
style of 
dress!



Definitely 

NOT!

- Side cut-

outs 

CANNOT 

wrap to the 

front of the 

dress- this 

dress is not 

appropriate

Too 

Low!
Be careful of 

low-cut 

backs!

- No high 

slits on your 

dresses!



- Flats

- Modest Heels

- Wedges

Acceptable Shoes

Unacceptable Shoes

- Tennis Shoes

- Crocs

- Vans, Converse, 

etc.

- Slippers

- Sandals



If you are in doubt, take a 

picture of the dress and send it 

to the Dean of Students to be 

approved BEFORE purchasing it.  

Save yourself the trouble of 

shopping twice!





- Dress Shirt (Button up)

- Tie or Bow Tie

- Dress Pants/Khaki 
Pants

- Dress Shoes

- Belt

- Clean Shaved

- Clean Haircut

GREAT 

CHOICES!

Requirements



- Tee Shirts

- Polos

- Jeans

- Tennis Shoes

WHAT’S NOT

APPROPRIATE



- Dress Shoes

Acceptable Shoes

Unacceptable Shoes

- Tennis Shoes

- Crocs

- Vans, Converse, 

etc.

- Slippers

- Sandals



If Students are not in 

compliance with the dress 

code, they will be asked to 

go home and change.



Modesty does not mean that you have to be 

boring or ugly in the way you present 

yourself, it means that you understand the 

value of your body and you want to protect 

your dignity. It’s also not reserved solely for 

the way you dress… modesty should also be 

practiced in the way you speak, act, and 

dance as well. It is an overall lifestyle that 

affects every aspect of how you live.

J. E.
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